THE CLINICALLY
INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN

DATA TO DRIVE
COLLABORATION
Can You Afford to Stay on the Path of Status Quo?
COVID has forced health systems to reevaluate the

Industry experts agree that there is an urgent need

operational status quo. The pandemic’s catastrophic

to bridge this supply chain-clinician gap. However,

financial impact has accelerated the need to

without visibility into the data needed to support

address long-standing supply chain transparency

cross-functional decisions, developing a clinically

challenges relating to clinical item spend.

integrated supply chain has been a slow and
challenging exercise for many health systems.

Thanks to the combined solutions of GHX and Lumere, health systems can
now effectively and efficiently build a clinically integrated supply chain. By
helping enable health systems to move beyond the traditional procure-to-pay
model and to develop a holistic demand-to-outcome framework, it is possible
to minimize supply costs without sacrificing care quality or outcomes.

A New Path Forward
Our trifecta of integrated solutions
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combines the GHX Unified Data Core

Clear, streamlined
processes infused with smart
business logic; powers
team collaboration

research and modernized
workflows to help you build a
that powers dynamic decision
making and creates connections
with financial and clinical teams.
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Modernize Workﬂows

with Lumere’s evidence-based

clinically integrated supply chain
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Data Foundation
Data is uniﬁed, precise,
current and available
to each process and
system that requires it

Evidence-Based
Decision Making
collaboration | speed |
accuracy | resiliency

Transparent
Measurement
Performance, compliance
and adherence reporting to
balance cost to outcomes

The Clinically Integrated Supply Chain with Lumere and GHX
Single source of truth to drive item
and price accuracy

Unbiased online clinical research library
for product evaluation and comparison

Attributed product data, including GUDID,
GDSN and HCPCS

Comparison of local hospital outcomes
with evidence and manufacturer claims

Value analysis workflow with cross-functional
capabilities to engage physicians

Accurate product usage tracking
within the EHR to expedite billing and
minimize DSO

Clinically vetted savings opportunities

Utilization and spend monitoring at the case
and physician level

More visibility into clinical inventory
for control and accuracy

THE GHX AND LUMERE DIFFERENCE

Data You Can’t Get
Anywhere Else
• Verified data core
• Evidence-based decisions
• Minimize costs
• Optimize outcomes

Insights Delivered,
Any Destination
•
•
•
•

Put intelligence to work
Modernize processes
Break down silos
Interoperable data

Unlock the Power
of the Largest
Trading Network
• Visibility and impact at scale
• Forefront of innovation

Evidence-Based Strategy Across the Demand-to-Outcome Process
CLINICALLY INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN
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Learn more about the clinically integrated
supply chain at LUMERE.COM

